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1. Science is hard facts; things that can be proven experimentally 
 
2. Stanley Miller’s Experiments – 1953 

- “primordial soup” 
- predicts atmosphere for early earth: H2, methane, ammonia, and water 

vapor.  Miller added a spark to recreate lightening. 
- created a few amino acids but not enough to produce a living cell 
- Geo-chemists found that the early atmosphere was really CO2, N2, and 

water vapor.  Miller re-tested and found that this mixture could not produce 
those amino acids. 

- He discredited his own experiment. 
 

3. The Fossil Record 
- Cambrian Explosion 
- Should show chains of small biological modifications in rock strata leading 

to large diversity of life 
- Actually fossils were preserved with astonishing suddenness and reflected 

diversity.   
- Small/ simple organisms are located with extraordinary organisms with 

spinal cords and compound eyes preserved in their present form. 
- Could actually be proof of devastating flood.  Little or no fossils are seen in 

layers before the Cambrian layer and the few in the layers above dwindle 
in number. 

 
4. Cosmology – Origin of the Universe 

- Wm Craig stated that the universe is eternal, timeless. 
1) Whatever begins to exist has a cause 
2) The universe began to exist based on Hubble’s evidence 
3) The universe has a cause for its existence 

- Hubble found that galaxies are moving away from us.  If the universe is 
continuing to expand, it must have been smaller, denser which represents 
the origin of the universe from nothing.  It has an absolute beginning. 

- 2 Laws of Thermodynamics prove it. 
- 1st Law – Energy is conserved.  All energy is accounted for.  It doesn’t 

just show up randomly.  It has a created beginning. 
- 2nd Law – Law of decay. The universe is in a gradual state of 

decay/disintegration. 
 

5. Biological Mechanics 
- Darwin stated that given enough time, all things evolved through Natural 

Selection 
- In his time, he did not have the tools to observe the complexity of the cell.  

He acknowledged that if something could be identified that could not have 



been constructed by incremental steps over long periods of time, his 
theory would break down or become invalid.  He falsified his own theory. 

- Proof: The flagellum.  All 40 different protein parts are needed to all work 
together to make it the most efficient machine in the universe. 

- Irreducible Complexity multi-component parts in a cell.  All are necessary.  
By removing 1 part, the whole loses its function 

 
6. DNA – The language of life 

- functions like a much more complex computer software program 
- 1953 – Watson and Crick identify DNA as the carrier for genetic 

information based on 4 chemical components.   
- It is coded with information.  If you have information, you trace it to its 

source and there you will find intelligence. 
- Like ink on a newspaper.   The chemistry involves enables the ink to 

adhere to the paper.  It doesn’t explain how the ink is arranged to convey 
information in the newspaper.  Your need intelligence to arrange the ink. 


